
TRIBÙ FOR LAGOON



Discreet luxury, refined details and an impeccable 
quality is the way to describe Belgian outdoor 
furniture company Tribù. A philosophy that is 
shared with Lagoon. 

With more than 50 years of experience, Tribù has 
grown into an internationally acclaimed brand in 
the high-end segment. The mix of contemporary 
elegance, timeless purity and delicate detailing 
creates a finesse that can be compared to that of 
the finest interior furniture. 

As innovators, it is our passion to develop durable 
and timeless outdoor furniture, using materials 
with a natural look and feel, that nevertheless 
meet the demanding standards of the outdoors.

As a family company we value the time spent with 
friends and family and understand the importance 
of good design to create an ambiance, with every 
detail in harmony, that helps to relax and leave 
the daily stress behind.

Tribù & Lagoon, 
a perfect fit



Tosca, 
an extra wide braiding sets the tone 
For the loose furniture of the SEVENTY 8, Lagoon opted for 
Tosca. This elegant collection, designed by Monica Armani, 
is simultaneously warm and inviting, stylish and intriguing. A 
rounded seating shell with tapered legs, is upholstered with 
extra-large, vertical braiding. 

The material used for the braiding is genuinely innovative: foam 
mousse is encased in a seamless sheath of knitted textilene 
and polyolefine which makes the material weather-resistant, but 
also surprisingly soft to touch. The seating comfort is especially 
pleasant thanks to the comfortable, weather-resistant cushions. 

The table in the salon area is a true masterpiece: an oval tabletop 
in ceramic with a discreet cloudy pattern rests on tapered legs 
in powdercoated stainless steel. The soft ton-sur-ton colours in 
linen emphasize the exclusive character of this luxurious outdoor 
collection.

SALON AREA & COCKPIT

Monica Armani 
Attention to detail and a sense of 
geometric perfection characterize 
the work of Italian designer Monica 
Armani. Several leading home 
interior labels including Poliform, 
Moroso, Boffi and B&B Italia have 
collaborated with her. 

Table 240x98cm — Armchair 6x in salon — Armchair 3x in cockpit

Salon area & cockpit



Marc Merckx & Pieter Maes 
Marc Merckx and Pieter Maes met 
while working at Vincent Van Duysen 
Architects and discovered they shared 
a common vision about design. Both 
started their own studios, Maes 
concentrating on furniture design 
and Merckx as interior architect with 
residential and commercial projects all 
over the world. 

Flybridge 
On the flybridge, a living area on its own, a darker wengé sets 
the tone with Tosca armchairs gathered around a table and a 
lounge set consisting of a 3-seat sofa and some club chairs, 
giving you the perfect panoramic view.

Dinner area 
The Illum table, designed by Marc Merckx and Pieter Maes, has 
a width of 71cm which enhances the intimate feeling at family 
& friends dinners. The table with slender legs in powdercoated 
aluminium is kept pure and simple. The top in ceramic is glued 
on glass, which enhances the solidity, and has a subtle cloudy 
pattern. The ‘piombo’ colour matches beautifully with the 
wengé weave of the eight Tosca armchairs.

Illum dining table 265x71cmTosca armchair 8x



Flybridge 
Lounge area 
The inviting lounge set consisting of a 3-seat 
sofa and two club chairs from the Tosca 
collection, is the perfect place for relaxing 
moments. As it is Tribù’s mission to help you 
forget the daily stress, we have made our 
cushion fillings care-free and waterproof. A 
cover in laminated polypropylene prevents 
water from penetrating. The yarn used to 
stitch the seams swells when getting wet, 
preventing water from entering through the 
seams. Additionally, the seams are protected 
on the inside with an extra covering. On top 
of that, the comfort is soft and cozy.

Coffee table Ø85cm

Clubchair 2x  

Side table Ø40cm

Sofa 233cm 



Living the good life outside 

Living the good life outside is Tribù’s philosophy.  
 
Our furniture is designed to lay back and relax, 
enjoy the sun or watch a beautiful sunset. What 
better place than to lie on an elegant Tosca 
lounger or snooze away with your loved ones in a 
Tosca daybed? Our Nomad poufs, also designed 
by Monica Armani, serve different functions 
whatever the moment requires; footstool, side 
table or additional seating. 
 
All possibilities to make your stay on board of 
Lagoon even more enjoyable… 

Lounger + Drop side table

Nomad pouf Ø122cm – Ø92cm – Ø61cm Daybed
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